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BEING PLUMVILLE
By Savannah J. Frierson
SJF Books, 2013
•
•
•

Amazon
BN
Goodreads

Be yourself. Be in love. Or be Plumville.
Plumville, Georgia, had an order to its way of life, and few ever upset it.
Benjamin Drummond is heir to all Plumville has to offer—wealth, good
looks, and a promising career as a future state judge. As a graduating
senior at a local college, he’s poised for success, if only he can keep his
grades up. With the distractions of playing football, being in a fraternity,
and having his pick of the women on campus, he has little incentive to study—until his assigned tutor
turns out to be a black girl from his past who'd never left his mind...or heart.
Coralee Simmons is determined to make it out of Plumville with a diploma in her hand and dignity in her
stride, despite a social climate determined to stifle both. And with her family and friends supporting her
each step of the way, Coralee knows she will go far. Yet when her mentor provides a tutoring
opportunity to increase her edge, she’s suddenly reunited with the white boy who'd meant too much to
her as a child...and still did even now.
Set during the turbulent 1960s, Benjamin and Coralee experience change in a community unprepared
and unwelcoming of it. Can a relationship rekindle and bloom under such adversity, or will it succumb to
the battle for Plumville's status quo?
Reviews: In this dramatic novel, Frierson explores the pleasures and perils of interracial romance in
1968. – Publishers Weekly 2019
“If you're looking for a historical read set in the chaotic times of the 60s, you should definitely add Being
Plumville to your TBR pile.” —Romance Novels In Color
Awards:
•
•
•

Library Journal Self-e Selection
SORMAG Readers’ Choice Awards
Romance Slam Jam Debut Author of the Year Nominee

Savannah J. Frierson realized writing was her calling her junior year of high school. She began her first
original work, Reconstructing Jada Channing, during her senior year of college and released her first novel,
Being Plumville, three years later in 2007.
When not writing, Savannah enjoys engaging in social media until she's either laughing or cussing at her
screen; reading until her eyes grow heavy; singing until she's hoarse; and learning until there's nothing left
to learn. Luckily, such a thing is impossible.
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BURRO HILLS
By Julia Lynn Rubin
Diversion Books
Publication Date: March 20, 2018
Rights Available:

• Audio
• Translation
• Film/TV/ Performance
• Entertainment/Gaming/Merchandise

The Perks of Being a Wallflower meets The Outsiders in this gritty Young Adult
debut by Julia Lynn Rubin.
Jack Burns is a resident—though oftentimes he feels like an inmate—of the tiny,
California desert town of Burro Hills. Growing up surrounded by the broken
dreams of his parents, Jack wonders if he will ever just get out. Get out of dealing drugs. Get out of poverty. Get
away from the suffocating masculinity in high school boys. And get out of his own head. When he’s not running
with his crew and trying to stay under the radar, he is in his favorite spot with his best friend, Jess, fantasizing
about escape.
Until Connor Orellana shows up. The new boy captivates everyone in school, including Jack, who is magnetized by
Connor’s lack of self-consciousness and inhibition. As their connection deepens, Connor challenges him to see that
liberation comes from accepting and trusting his nature, while Jack helps ground Connor and the dark energy that
drives his free spirit. But their relationship will set into motion a series of events that have lasting consequences,
jeopardizing Jack’s budding romance with Connor and the life he’s tried so hard to salvage in Burro Hills.
"Rubin's gritty coming-of-age story has a strong sense of place and taut suspense. I was rooting hard for Jack and Connor from
the get-go; you will, too." ―Kim Savage, author of After the Woods and In Her Skin
"Gritty and atmospheric, suffused with an acute consciousness of place and class, Burro Hills is a powerfully written novel about
speaking your truth and finding your way in a dead-end town." ―Margot Harrison, author of The Killer in Me
"Burro Hills is pure grit and heart. It has everything my reckless teenage self would have wanted (needed) from a book. Jack is
the best friend I had in high school, and Burro Hills is the town I desperately wanted to leave. This struck deep in my guts and will
resonate for quite some time. Brave, bold, wild and honest." ―Bonnie Pipkin, author of Aftercare Instructions
"A dark, disturbing, romantic, riveting debut novel that dives deep into the broken-down working class world of a small
California town and its high school teens-stoners and skateboarders lead this brave story of sexual awakening, and love, among
boys at the precipice of adulthood. I particularly admire Rubin's choice to tell the story solely from Jack's point of view, delving
into his dysfunctional family life, his desires for something more, and his poignant realizations about his own sexuality. Burro
Hills is a page-turning story of one young man's courage to know himself. Last thought: Rubin's novel reminded me of Tobias
Wolff's classic, This Boy's Life, another Jack, in another time, but just as poignant." ―Caroline Bock, author of Lie and Before
My Eyes
"Julia Lynn Rubin draws beautifully complicated characters and an utterly convincing world. This book is gritty, unflinching and
full of heart." ―Meredith Miller, author of Little Wrecks

Buy Links: Amazon | Barnes & Noble | Indiebound | Powell’s
Julia Lynn Rubin lives the writer's life in Brooklyn, where she has recently finished an MFA in Writing for
Children & Young Adults at The New School.
She has been writing books, poems, and stories since first grade, and loves reading about everything
from film analysis to psychology. Her short stories have appeared in publications such as the North
American Review, Sierra Nevada Review, and The Lascaux Review, and she has written for a variety of
online publications, including The Content Strategist, Wetpaint Entertainment and AllDay.com.
Her next YA title, TROUBLE GIRLS will release from Wednesday Books in 2020.
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In Wulf’s Clothing (Banished Book 1)
By BA Tortuga
Kindle Unlimited
Publication Date: October 1, 2019
Rights Available:
•
•
•
•
•

Audio – Sold to Tantor 10/2019
Translation, Foreign Market
Film/TV
Performance
Merchandise

"I think I have found a new shifter author." —Amazon
Reader, Covi

isn’t sure what the heck to do.

When werewolf Trey is banished from Lobo Canyon, scarred
and bleeding, he vows never to come back. His best friend
with benefits, Cory Benally, never expects to see him again,
for sure, so it comes as quite a shock when Trey shows up for
the pack alpha’s wedding. The alpha is Trey’s brother, and
sheriff Cory’s boss, and when they’re thrown together Cory

Now a famous clothing designer who goes by Wulf, Trey doesn’t care what anyone thinks of him. He’s
there to do the dresses and suits for his brother’s wedding, and Cory can go take a flying leap. Except he
and Cory still have the same sizzling chemistry. And the love. When danger lurks around the corner for
Trey, Cory has to protect him, and prove this time he’s willing to fight for Trey’s love, no matter what.
Buy Links:
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Wulfs-Clothing-Banished-Book-ebook/dp/B07XXKH77C

BA Tortuga has written everything from fist-fighting rednecks to hard-core
cowboys to werewolves, telling the stories of her heart, which was raised in
Northeast Texas but now resides in the Sandias. With books ranging from
hard-hitting GLBT romance to fiery ménages to the most traditional of love
stories, BA refuses to be pigeonholed by anyone but the voices in her head.
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Soft Place to Fall
By BA Tortuga
Dreamspinner Press
Publication Date: April 9, 2019
Rights Available:

• Audio
• Translation
• Film/TV
• Performance

"This potentially somber cowboy story has plenty
of heart and humor." —Publisher's Weekly
Stetson Major and Curtis Traynor are about as opposite
as two cowboys can get. Stetson is a rancher, tied to the
land he loves in Taos, New Mexico, while Curtis is a rodeo
cowboy whose wanderlust never could be tamed. But
now Stetson’s momma is dying of Alzheimer’s, and she
can't remember that Curtis hasn't been Stetson's
boyfriend for a long time. Curtis's absence makes her cry,
so Stetson swallows his pride and calls his ex-lover.
To Curtis, Stetson is the one who got away, the love of his life. And Momma is his friend, so he’s happy
to help out. Yet returning to the ranch stirs up all sorts of feelings that, while buried, never really went
away. Still, the rodeo nationals are coming up, and Curtis can’t stay—even if he’s starting to want to,
especially to support Stetson when he needs it most. Stetson and Curtis want to find a place where they
both fit, to be there to catch each other when they fall. But family, money problems, and the call of the
rodeo circuit might end their second-chance romance before it even gets started.
Buy Links:
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Soft-Place-Fall-BA-Tortuga/dp/1641081112

BA Tortuga has written everything from fist-fighting rednecks to hard-core
cowboys to werewolves, telling the stories of her heart, which was raised in
Northeast Texas but now resides in the Sandias. With books ranging from
hard-hitting GLBT romance to fiery ménages to the most traditional of love
stories, BA refuses to be pigeonholed by anyone but the voices in her head.
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IN THE RING
By Rie Warren
Self-Published Erotic Romance
Publication Date: December 5, 2016
Rights Available:
•
•
•
•
•

Audio
Translation
Foreign Market
Film/TV/Performance
Merchandise

The bright lights. The roaring crowd. The chance at a
championship belt. The not-so-little secret Liam Shaughnessy—
the Bonny Bruiser—is fighting to keep tucked far away.
Liam got the “sissy” pounded out of him on the mean streets of
Cin-city—the other Sin City. The oldest in a Catholic clan where
his Da never pulled any punches, he went from geek boy to the
golden boy of the boxing world care of his fists. Liam’s on the
fast track to having it all . . . all except the one man he wants.
Michael Fairweather makes pretending to be hetero goddamn
difficult for Liam. The man is blond and beautiful and just so
happens to be Liam’s trainer. With a penchant for doing shirtless
yoga, giving midnight massages to loosen Liam’s muscles, and sometimes even taking it out in the ring with him. To
say Liam has porn-style fantasies about Michael is an understatement.
Michael’s out and proud. Liam’s only proud of what he can do in the ring. He can’t risk his career, least of all for
someone unavailable. Michael has a lover. Liam has the lies he lives every day. And when his money-grubbing
manager gets involved as the title win approaches, Liam doesn’t know what hit him.
Fight to win. Fight with honor. It won’t be easy, but that’s okay. Nothing worth fighting for ever is.

Reviews:
“A victory for love!”
“Liam and Michael are explosive and sexy together. In the Ring is a fantastic coming out read!”
Buy Link:
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Ring-BOXER-Book-1-ebook/dp/B01M734G3V/
Badass, sassafras Rie Warren is the author of Sugar Daddy and the Don’t Tell series—a breakthrough
trilogy that crosses traditional publishing boundaries beginning with In His Command.
She lives in gorgeous Charleston, South Carolina with her small family where she basks in the sunshine
during the day and adjourns to her woman cave at night. A nocturnal creature, she stays up way too
late talking to herself, her characters, and anyone who will listen. She’s all about writing with heat,
heart, and a hint of the dark, and she doesn’t shy away from the impossible.
Rie’s work is edgy, daring and dubbed “some of the sexiest smut around.”
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THREE-WAY SPLIT
By Elia Winters
Entangled Publishing, 2018
•
•

Amazon
Goodreads

2019 RITA WINNER
What if no one has to choose?
Hannah Stewart knows what she likes, and it doesn't include
relationships. She has enough on her plate with her fledgling
adult novelty shop, Yes Please. But even with an arsenal of
sex toys at her disposal, she's hit a dry spell—one she wishes
the sexy Mitchell Fredericks would help her out with.
There's just one snag. His sexy roommate and business
partner, Ben Harrington.
The last thing she wants to do is come between their
friendship—even though she'd like to come between them in
other ways. Instead, she comes up with a proposition for
them, one that might lead to a very hot, very unexpected
outcome.

JUST PAST TWO
By Elia Winters
Entangled Publishing, 2019
•
•

Amazon
Goodreads

Nothing is Forbidden
Abby Burke put her wild days behind her, determined to be
the adult she thought she needed to be. It was just a phase,
right? But when her college reunion reveals
her...adventurous...past to her straitlaced gentleman of a
husband, Abby is terrified he’ll reject her.
Except Sam is more than intrigued by what has his normally
bold wife flushing with embarrassment…and desire. So when
he and Abby stumble onto an especially hot scene that takes
them over the edge, he proposes a challenge: confess their
deepest fantasies and fulfill them together.
As their playful explorations escalate, their forays into
exhibitionism and kink shift the way they see each other and
their relationship—for the better. But when Sam finds himself
longing to see her pleasured by other men, and Abby’s all in, they wonder if this will make their
marriage stronger or end up tearing them apart.
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THREE FOR ALL
By Elia Winters
Indie Published
November 12, 2019
•

Amazon

They planned on forever. They didn’t plan on her.
Geoff Robinson has no reason to feel insecure in his marriage
to Patrick Walsh, even with Patrick’s polyamorous past and
Geoff’s own inexperience. When Geoff starts fantasizing
about bringing a woman into their bed, he has to admit that
he’s trying to appease his own curiosity, and not Patrick’s.
Threesomes are exciting, and surely one night of fun won’t
cause any problems.
With the ink still fresh on her PhD, Lori Clark is finally ready to
move to a bigger city and pursue her dream job. Her time in
small-town Mapleton has an expiration date, so there seems
to be little harm in a fling, even a fling with her sexy coworker
and his husband. One night is never enough, though, and their chemistry together hints at the possibility
of more than just an affair. The excitement of a new relationship makes Geoff and Patrick wonder if
they’re just infatuated or destined for non-monogamy, but Lori’s future plans are pulling her away from
both of them. Can a marriage survive when two people in love… both fall in love with someone else?

2019 RITA Award winning author, Elia Winters is a fat, tattooed, polyamorous bisexual
who loves petting cats and fighting the patriarchy. She holds a Master’s degree in
English Literature and teaches at a small rural high school, where she also runs the
drama club. In her spare time, she is equally likely to be found playing tabletop games,
kneading bread, cross-stitching, or binge-watching Marie Kondo. A sex educator and
kink-positive feminist, Elia reviews sex toys, speaks at kink conventions, and writes
geeky, kinky, cozy erotic romance. She currently lives in western Massachusetts with her
loving husband and their weird pets.
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